
 
EFFECTUS EVENT 

19-20 September 2020 - Lanificio 159 – Rome 
 

RULES TO PARTICIPATE TO THE EXHIBITION GALLERY  
At EffectUs Event 2020 

 

The exhibition will take place in Rome within the Effectus Event, on 19th and 20th September 
2020, at the Lanificio 159, address: Via di Pietralata 159, Rome (www.lanificio.com). 

The exhibition welcomes artworks belonging or inherent to the world of the Special Makeup Effects 
such: 
- body props 
- maquettes 
- busts and mannequins (both human or creatures, including anatomical studies and traditional 
sculpture) 
- body suits costumes 
- non used prosthetic pieces 
- costumes (body suit) 
 
The artworks can be original/innovative pieces or loosely based on characters from films, TV series, 
comics and more, including portraits of real people.  
It is possible to submit any type of artwork created with any mixed techniques and mixed materials, 
but preferably not exceeding the size of a human body for an easier organization of the exhibition 
area. 
For this purpose is necessary to contact the organization as soon as possible expressing the willing to 
exhibit a piece to allow time to allocate a proper space to the artwork inside the gallery. 
 
To contact the organization send an e-mail to: infoeffectus@gmail.com.  
 
Please include in the e-mail: 
- submission form 
- one or two pictures of the piece/pieces you wish to exhibit 
- a file with 5 lines of biography to include you in the annual catalog 

Those who will exhibit an artwork at the EffectUs gallery will get a 50% discount on the entry ticket 
to the EffectUs Event. The discount is not extendable to accompaniers.  
 
Since this year for the Association members that will expose more than 3 pieces is available free 

space in the "Show & Tell" section, within that you can promote your art and your portfolio (without 

selling)   if you are interested please inform the organization. 

The transport of the artworks will have to be organized by the artist. In case of impossibility to 
participate in person to the event, please contact the organizer to value other means of transport. 


